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A model for the liquidvapor phase transitions in a shock tube is discussed.
Computations for the one-dimensional isothermal case is carried out to show that this
model exhibits one-dimensional wave patterns observed in actual experiments. The
existence of traveling waves under two different scalings are studied. For the first
scaling, where the diffusion of different phases is very small relative to typical reaction
time for the growth of phases while the viscosity is comparable to the reaction
time, complete phase diagrams of traveling waves are obtained. Many of these
traveling waves are undercompressive. Some of compressive traveling waves are
unstable. For the second scaling, where viscosity, typical reaction time, and diffusion
of different phases are comparable, the existence of traveling wave profiles of
liquefaction and evaporation shocks when shock speeds are larger than some
number is proved. These shocks are undercompressive. Evaporation shocks are
rarefaction shocks. The nonexistence of these undercompressive shocks when the
shock speed is smaller than some number is proved. It is observed through numerical
computation that most of these traveling waves are unstable while some of them
are stable or metastable. Riemann problems are considered. Admissibility of
shocks involving phase changes under the second scaling is discussed. Solutions of
Riemann problems with wave patterns observed in actual experiments are presented.
Nonuniqueness of solutions of some Riemann problems is discussed.  1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Liquidvapor phase transitions occur in daily life. It is an important
phenomenon in science and engineering. Although the dynamics of this
type of phase transitions has been under active research for a long time,
much remains to be done.
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Consider a pure fluid that exhibits liquidvapor phase changes. The
pressure functions p(\, T ), where \ is the density and T the temperatures
for such fluids have the shape depicted in Fig. 1.1.
The region \<: corresponds to vapor, while \>; corresponds to
liquid. The line joining (m, p(m, T )) and (M, p(M, T )) is called Maxwell line
where two equilibrium phases can coexist. The regions m<\<: and
;<\<M are called metastable regions. The spinodal region \ # [:, ;] is
a highly unstable region where the fluid, if it can enter this region, will
quickly decompose into vapor or liquid or their mixture. Thus, the pressure
curve p(\, T) in this region cannot, at least for now, be measured. For
clarity of presentation, we consider the isothermal case (T is fixed): The
vapor is initially set at rest, and we start to compress it with some \<m.
When we reach \=m, the vapor should start to condensate in an ideal
equilibrium world. But in the real world, the condensation will not start
until we continue to compress so that the vapor enters into the metastable
region m<\<:. Then condensation takes place via, e.g., creation and
growth of nuclei of liquid.
Fluid flow with phase transition involves a broad array of difficult issues.
For example, the evaporation of liquid goes through a sequence of flow
patterns: liquid, bubbly, bubbly slug, slug, annular, drop annular, drops
and vapor. Each type of flow involves different length scales and requires
different methods of analysis. Other major issues include equations of states,
various rates of phase transitions Such as homogeneousheterogeneous
nucleation, droplet growth, spinodal decomposition and the coupling of the
phase transition and other nonequilibrium processes to the multiphase flow
etc. Each of above issues is a challenging field of research.
FIGURE 1.1
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In this paper, we shall concentrate on the dynamic flows involving
liquidvapor phase transitions in a shock tube. As shocks or rarefaction
waves pass through the fluid in the shock tube, phase changes are induced.
As a compression shock pass through saturated vapor, the vapor tends to
condense into fine liquid drops well mixed with the remaining vapor, and
remains so during a period of time well after the shock passed. For this
reason, we shall assume in this paper that vapor and liquid are always
finely mixed. We further assume that the flow is homogeneous. Similar to
the systems for multiphase reactive flows, we can derive a model describing
such flow in 1-dimensional case as
\t+(\u)x=0,
(\u)t+(\u2+ p(\, *, T ))x==uxx ,
(1.1)
Et+(\uE+up&=uux&}Tx)x=0,
(*\)t+(*pu)x=w1++*xx ,
where \ is the density, u the velocity, T the temperature, E the energy per
volume, * the mass density fraction of vapor in the fluid and hence
0*1, p the pressure and =, } and + are positive constants representing
viscosity, heat conduction and diffusion of vapor in fluid respectively. The
function w1 is the reaction rate function for vapor phase governing the
growth of vapor in the fluid. It typically contains two parts, one for the
creation of nuclei of new phase and the other for the subsequent growth of
these nuclei. The actual function w1 can be very complicated. Although the
topics of nucleation and droplet growth have been studied extensively and
for a long time, there are still much to he done and there are still several
competing theories about these functions, see [KG] and [Sp] for a review
on this subject. In the hope of making the system (1.1) mathematically
simple enough but still preserve the basic wave patterns of the flow observed
in experiments and allow fair amount of mathematical analysis and exhibit
interesting phenomena, we shall take w1 as
w1=
pe& p
#pe
#(#&1) \
+
pe& p
peq
\ \c1/( p< p;)+c2/( p> p:)+c3 exp \& c4p
2
e
( p& pe)2++ , (1.2)
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where the characteristic function is defined as
/(A)={0,1,
if A is false,
if A is true,
(1.3)
and ci>0, i=1, 2, 3, 4 are constants, p:= p(:, 1, T), p;= p(;, 0, T ) and
pe= pe(T ) is the equilibrium pressure at which the liquid and vapor phases
can coexist, see Fig. 1.1. Of course, in adapting the ‘‘toy’’ form (1.2) for w1 ,
we will have to drop the hope of quantitative accuracy. The first term in
w1 corresponds to the growth of vapor due to nuclei growth where *(1&*)
can be interpreted as the probability for particles of two phases to meet.
The second and third terms correspond to spinodal limit or Wilson lines
across which phase transitions occur very rapidly. The last term in (1.2)
represents the creation of nuclei of new phases in metastable regions. We
shall discuss the pressure function p( p, *) in 9 2.
There were numerous experimental and computational studies of
dynamics of phase transitions in shock tubes. Works on condensation in
expansion waves in shock tubes, using regular fluids with innert carrier
gases were initiated and developed by Wegener et al., [Wle, Wlu, WW]
and notable contributions were made by Sisilian and Glakss [SG], Wu
[Wu] and Bauschdorff [Ba]. Many of these papers contained models
similar to (1.1)1, 2, 3 and with some complicated droplet growth models
that govern the phase changes, which tend to be difficult to carry out
mathematical analysis. Experimental and computational studies on phase
transitions in shock tubes using retrograde (i.e., with large heat capacity)
fluids have been carried out by authors of [GTC, TCK, TCMKS], where
they observed a number of interesting wave patterns.
One-dimensional hyperbolic systems of conservation laws without source
terms, such as (1.1)1, 2, 3 and the reaction-diffusion equation such as (1.1)4
have been separately studied extensively. For chemical reactions coupled
with strong fluid dynamical effects described by systems Similar to (1.1),
much of the mathematical analysis has been mostly restricted to the case
of premixed ideal gases with Arrhenius type reactions where the reaction
rate function are typically of the form w=k\* exp(&ERT ) where k>0
and E>0 are constants. These choices of pressure functions and reaction
rate are used in combustion in ideal gases. There are few works on (1.1)
with other type of pressure functions and rate functions which are suitable
for dynamics of phase transitions. Rabie, Fowles and Fickett [RFF]
studied a model of dynamics of phase transitions similar to (1.1), but
without the diffusion term in the reaction equation. They used a simple rate
law
*
t
=&
*&*e
#
/( p pig), (1.4a)
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where
0, if \>;,
*e={\&:;&: , if ;\:, (1.4b)1, if \<:
and / is the characteristic function and pig the ignition pressure. The part
/( p pig) is a technical assumption to make traveling waves possible, but
it does not correspond to reality because evaporation should be faster at
lower pressure such as when p pig . They studied the phase plane for the
traveling wave equations of (1.1) with (1.4). They also studied the piston
problem with initial values in metastable liquid region. They found double
wave structure in the solutions. However, the choice of the reaction rate
equation (1.4) excludes the creation of metastable states and the fact that
metastable states can exist for a sizable period of time. Thus, the rate law
(1.4) cannot he used to investigate phenomena associated to metastability.
Also, the absence of the diffusion term +*xx removes the possibility of
moving phase boundary induced by the close neighboring nuclei of new
phases. Glimm [G1] suggested some revision of rate function in (1.4). The
book by Fickett and Davis. [FD] contains an extensive investigation of
the system
\t+ p(\, *)x==\xx ,
(1.5)
*t=
*e&*
#
,
where *e is given in (1.4b) and p(\, *)=(\2+q*)2, where q>0 is a
constant. Although (1.5) is a much simplified system, it still captures features
of waves of detonation type of reactive flows involving phase transitions.
The dynamics of liquidvapor phase transitions has also been studied
through the investigation of p-system of conservation laws with van der
Waals type of pressure functions, with which system is of hyperbolic-elliptic
mixed type, see [S1, Sh, Fan]. We shall see that some wave patterns
similar to those observed in these studies are also observed in (1.1).
However, the system (1.1) is closer to actual experiments, for example it
allows mixture of liquid and vapor. Moreover, system (1.1) is of hyperbolic
type which is easier to handle mathematically than hyperbolic-elliptic
mixed type systems of conservation laws.
Since traveling waves are one of our interests in this paper, we would
like to point out a closely related area is the traveling waves of reaction
diffusion equation
Ut=A 2U+F(U), U # Rn.
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Many results on the traveling waves of above system are summarized in
[VVV]. Although our system and approach will be different from that in
[VVV], we still expect to gain some insights from [VVV]. Another related
area is conservation laws with relaxation. Currently studies in this area are
concentrated on systems of the type
ut+ f (u, v)x=0,
(1.6)
vt+ g(u, v)x=
h(u)&v
=
,
which serve as an approximation of the conservation law
ut+ f (u, h(u))x=0.
In (1.6), there is only one equilibrium v=h(u) while we shall deal with
multiple equilibrium values, see (1.7) and (1.8) below.
In Section 2, we shall derive (1.1) and related quantities. Then we shall
review major one-dimensional wave pattern observed in shock tube
experiments on fluids with large heat capacities. We shall Study the system
(1.1) in the isothermal case with (1.2) numerically to verify that (1.1-2) can
exhibit these one-dimensional wave patterns observed in experiments.
In Sections 3 and 4, we shall investigate analytically the existence of
traveling waves of (1.1) for the isothermal case. We note that, for fluids in
metastable region with pressure not far from equilibrium, it takes some
time for nucleation processes, represented by the terms after the first in
(1.2), to have a sizable effect while the passage of fluid dynamic waves are
relatively faster. Also, the presence of terms other than the first one in (1.2)
prevents the existence of traveling waves for (1.1). This is the classical ‘‘cold
boundary’’ difficulty. For these reasons, we take
w1(\, *)=\( p& pe) *(*&1)#. (1.7)
in our studies of traveling waves and Riemann problems of (1.1) in iso-
thermal case. The constant #>0 in (1.7) represents the typical reaction
time.
We rewrite the isothermal case of (1.1) in Lagrange coordinates:
vt&ux=0,
(1.8)ut+ p(v, *)x==uxx ,
*t=
1
#
w(v, *)++*xx ,
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where v is the specific volume and w(v, *)=( p& pe) *(*&1)#. The
pressure p(v, *) is assumed to satisfy
pv<0, p*<0, and pvv>0. (1.9)
First, we see that when the source term on the right hand side of (1.8) is
zero, the system (1.8) is a system of first order quasilinear conservation
laws. The eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are
1
:1=&- &pv , r1=\&- &pv+ ,0
p*
:2=0, r2=\ 0 + ,&pv
1
:3=- &pv , r3=\ - &pv + .0
Under the assumption (1.9) the system (1.8) is a strictly hyperbolic
system of conservation laws. Further, we see that the first and third charac-
teristic field are genuinely nonlinear while the second is linearly degenerate.
For the purpose of studying traveling waves of (1.8), we take w(v, *) as
in (1.7). The traveling waves of (1.8) are solutions of
&cv$&u$=0,
&cu$+ p$=u",
(1.10)
&c*$=Aw(v, *)+B*",
(v, u, *)(\)=(v\ , u\ , *\), (v$, u$, *$)(\)=(0, 0, 0),
where A==#, B=+= and ‘‘$’’ denotes dd! with !=(x&ct)=. By definition
of *, it is clear that *\ # [0, 1]. In this paper, we shall use the scaling
#=A=, +=B=. (1.11)
Clearly, the following RankineHugoniot condition
&c(u+&u&)&(v+&v&)=0,
&c(v+&v&)+( p+& p&)=0, (1.12)
w(v\ , *\)=0, *\ # [0, 1]
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is necessary for (1.10) to have solutions. From above, the speeds of traveling
waves are
c2=&
p+& p&
v+&v&
. (1.13)
System (1.10) can be simplified as
&cv$=c2(v&v&)+ p& p& ,
&c*$=Aw(v, *)+B*", (1.14)
(v, *)(\)=(v\ , *\), (v$, *$)(\)=(0, 0),
For Simplicity, when (1.14) has a solution, we shall say that (v& , *&) 
(v+ , *+) is a connection with speed c. By performing the transformation
!  &! in (1.12), we see that if (v& , *&) is connected to (v+ , *+) with
speed c, then (v+ , *+) is connected to (v& , *&) with speed &c. Thus, we
can concentrate our attention to the case 0 without loss of generality,
and we shall assume c>0 in the sequel unless indicated otherwise. According
to the values of *\ , we can classify traveling waves involving phase transitions
as follows: If *+>*& , condensation occurs as the traveling wave passes
and hence we call such a wave the liquefaction shock. If *+<*& , evaporation
occurs as the traveling wave passes sect an and hence we call such a wave
the evaporation shock. In Section 3, we study the traveling wave system
(1.14) in the case where +=0 and hence B=0. We obtain the complete
phase diagrams of (1.14) for all possible values of v\ and *\ . Results
obtained in Section 3 provide us with valuable hints for the case where
B{0. Since +=0 case is not compatible with physics, as we shall see in
Section 2, we shall further study (1.14) for the case where B{0 in
Section 4. In this section, we use fixed point arguments of LeraySchauder
type to prove the existence of modified version of (1.14) on finite intervals
for general boundary values. Then we extend the existence of solutions of
(1.14) to (&, ) through carefully chosen limiting processes. We shall
prove the existence of various strictly monotone liquefaction and evaporation
traveling waves. By the definition of *, physically meaningful solutions
must satisfy 0*1. We also proved the nonexistence of physically
meaningful traveling waves if the wave speed is small relative to the
difference of upstream pressure and that of equilibrium. More precisely, the
main result in Section 4 is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let (v\ , *\) be points satisfying the RankineHugoniot
condition (1.12). Assume *\=0 or 1,
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(v+&v&)(*+&*&)>0. (1.15a)
(v+& v&)( p+& pe)0, (1.15b)
and there is no other equilibrium point of (1.11) with v value between v& and
v+ . Then if the speed
c=p+& p&v+&v&
satisfies
c2>4AB max( p(v+ , 1)& pe , p(v& , 1)& pe), (1.16)
then there is a monotone solution of (1.14). Furthermore, if c2<4AB( p+& pe),
then there is no traveling wave solutions of (1.14) satisfying 0*1.
The traveling waves provided by Theorem 1.1 are undercompressive in
the sense that there are only three characteristics of (1.8) entering the
traveling waves, rather than four needed to make the wave compressive.
These traveling waves are subsonic on both side of waves in the sense that
c<- pv(v\ , *\). This is consistent with experimental observations,
[TCMKS]. An evaporation wave is a rarefaction shock in the sense that
it occurs when fluids is rarefying. It is also called a deflagration wave in the
sense that the pressure drops as the shock passes.
Partial results is given in Lemma 4.8 on the existence of traveling waves
when p(v+ , *+)= pe . We note that the real sound speed in mixture of
vapor and liquid is slower than - pv significantly since the mixture is a lot
of ‘‘softer’’ than indicated by pv due to phase changes. For this reason, we
did not know whether these waves are supersonic or subsonic relative to
the front of waves yet, which is left for future investigations.
Theorems 1.1 states that for some (v& , *&=0) there may be infinitely
many (v+ , *+=1) for which there are solutions of the traveling wave
equation (1.14). However, our numerical tests showed that most of these
waves are unstable or even not metastable. We say a traveling wave of (1.8)
is metastable if it is stable under perturbations in v and u only. Traveling
waves of (1.8) which are not metastable are declared inadmissible. On the
KPP equation
*t=*(1&*)+*xx (1.17)
which is similar to (1.8)3 , it is known, [Br], that the stability of a traveling
wave of (1.17), which there are infinitely many, depends on the decay rate
of the tail of perturbations. See the last paragraph of Section 4 for more
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details. It will be interesting to see how to characterize the stability and
instability of traveling waves of (1.8), which is left for future research.
In Section 5, in order to gain qualitative understandings of the behavior
of (1.8) with scaling (1.11) when =>0 is small, we shall solve some
Riemann problems of (1.8) in the limit of =  0+ and subject to the scaling
(1.11) in Section 5 we find that solutions of Riemann problems in the limit
=  0+ limit consist of phase boundaries, isobaric waves and nonreacting
shocks and rarefaction waves. In Section 5, we shall also discuss the issue
of admissibility of waves of system (1.8) in the limit =  0+. We provide
examples of Riemann problems whose solutions exhibit one-dimensional
wave patterns observed in experiments. One of the examples addresses the
nonuniqueness of solutions of Riemann problem for traditional p-system
with van der Waals pressure function observed by Shearer [Sh].
2. THE MODEL, AND THE COMPARISON BETWEEN
THE EXPERIMENT AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, we start this section by providing more details on the
model (1.1) and (1.2) of the dynamics of homogeneous liquidvapor phase
transitions:
We introduce the following notations: Quantities ai denotes the quantity
for vapor when i=1 and that of liquid when i=2. fi (x, t) is the volume
fraction of i-th species at point x and time t. \i (x, t) is the density of i-th
species at point x and time t. wi is the reaction rate function denoting the
mass of i-th species produced per unit volume per time unit. By the conser-
vation of mass, we have w1+w2=0. We shall treat liquid and vapor as
different species and specify the transition of phases by an reaction rate
function. The one-dimensional homogeneous reactive flow is described by
\t+(\u)x=0,
(2.1)
(\u)t+(\u2+ p)x==uxx ,
Et+(\uE+up&=uux&}Tx)x=0,
(\1 f1)t+(\1 f1 u)x=w1+u \\1 f1\ +xx .
where *\= f1 \1 is the mass of vapor per unit volume of liquidvapor
mixture. Once the functions p(\, \1 f1 , T ), E=E(\, \1 f1 , T ) and w1=
w1(\, \1 f1 , T ) are known, the system (2.1) form a closed system of
equations.
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The pressure functions for pure vapor and liquid can be measures
through experiments. Let p1(\, T ) and p2(\, T) be the pressure function of
pure vapor phase and liquid phase respectively, where \ is the density. The
Maxwell equilibrium density m(T ), M(T ) at which p1(m, T )= p2(M, T )
and liquid and vapor phase can coexist in equilibrium can also be
measured in laboratory. The pressure for mixtures of liquid and vapor that
is not at equilibrium is difficult to measure. To construct p(\, *, T) for
*{0.1, we extend p1(\, T ) and p2(\, T ) continuously to some increasing
functions on R, as shown in Fig. 2.1 to obtain the extended p1(\, T) and
p2(\, T).
Although the part of these pressure functions beyond spinodal limit, i.e.,
p1(\1) for \1>: and p2(\2) for \2<;, can not be measured and our exten-
sions of the pressure functions into the spinodal region is more or less
arbitrary, these parts of the pressure functions do not have much effect
since beyond the spinodal limit, the fluid will be in pure phase states, enforced
by the reaction rate equation.
To find the pressure function p(\, \1 f1 , T), we make the following
assumptions similar to those in [RFF] which simplify the modeling:
(A1) Vapor and liquid fill up the space, i.e.
f1+ f2=1, (2.2)
\=\1 f1+\2 f2 . (2.3)
(A2) The pressure in the portion occupied by i th component is
pi (\i , T ). Different components have the same pressure:
p= p1(\1 , T )= p2(\2 , T ). (2.4)
(A3) The temperatures of liquid and vapor component at each point
are equal. Under these assumptions, the pressure p(\, f1 \1 , T ) is found by
the following equations:
p= p1(\1 , T )= p2(\2 , T ),
(2.5)
\=\1 f1+\2(l& f1).
A straightforward calculation shows that p\>0 and p*>0 if pi \i>0,
i=1, 2, which is the case for fluids in pure phase states. Moreover, p\\>0
holds if 2pi \2i >0. These corresponds to the assumption (1.9).
The production of vapor (or liquid) phase is through the initiation or
annihilation of nuclei of vapor (or liquid) and the subsequent growth of
such nuclei when these nuclei and elements of the metastable old phase
meet. Correspondingly, the production rate function of the first species, w1 ,
contains two parts: namely, the rate of the creation of nuclei of vapor
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FIGURE 2.1
phase, w1, 0 and that of the growth of such nuclei, w1, 1 . Similar to the
theory of chemical kinetics and thermochemistry, the part governing the
growth of nuclei of vapor phase can be modeled by
w1, 1=k*a(1&*)b,
where * is the density fraction of vapor in liquidvapor mixture, a and b are
positive constants. On this paper, we shall take
w1, 1=k*(1&*). (2.6)
Here *(1&*) is the probability for particles of liquid and vapor to collide
to make reactions possible and k is known as the rate constant. In the
theory of thermochemistry, the rate constant is a filtration of temperature
given by Arrhenius law. During liquidvapor phase transition especially for
retrograde fluids, the temperature changes are usually minor but the rate
of phase change sensitively depends on | p& pe |. Thus, the expression of the
rate constant k should be adjusted according to the following facts: When
pe(T )& p>0, where pe(T ) is the equilibrium pressure at temperature T,
liquid tends to evaporate and hence w1, 10 and the larger pe& p, the
faster the evaporation. Similarly, when pe(T )& p<0, vapor tends to
condense into liquid and hence w1, 10 and the larger | peq& p|, the faster
the condensation. Consistent with these facts, we shall model the growth of
nuclei of vapor by
w1, 1=
pe& p
#pe
\*(1&*), (2.7)
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where # is taken as a constant. Recent results on BeckerDoring Ulster
equations, [Kr], which is a model of first-order phase transitions states
that the initiation of liquid nuclei in supersaturated vapor is proportional
to exp(&c( p& pe)2), c>0 per unit mass, when p& pe>0 is small. When
the pressure reaches the spinodal limit p:= p1(:(T), T) and p;= p2(;(T), T),
the initiation and growth of nuclei of the new phase occur extremely fast.
We use the following function to represent the effect of spinodal limits and
nucleation: (2.8)
w1, 0=/(0r1)
pe& p
pe
\ \c1/( p< p;)+c2/( p> p:)
+c3 exp \& c4p
2
e
( p& pe)2++ , (2.8)
where c1 , c2>>1, c3 , c4>0 are constants. Combining (2.7) and (2.8), we
have (2.9)
w=
pe& p
#pe
\*(1&*)
+/(0r1)
pe& p
pe
\ \c1 /( p< p;)+c2/( p> p:)
+c3 exp \& c4p
2
e
( p& pe)2++ . (2.9)
Combining (2.1), (2.5), the system we intend to use to model the dynamics
of liquidvapor phase transitions in a shock tube is
\t+(\u)x=0,
(2.10)
(\u)t+(\u2+ p)x==uxx ,
Et+(\uE+up&=uux&}Tx)x=0,
(\1 f1)t+(\1 f1u)x=w1++ \\1 f1\ +xx ,
p= p1(\1 , T )= p2(\2 , T ),
\=\1 f1+\2(1& f1),
where w1 is given in (2.9).
Remark. The diffusion term *xx has a significant role in system (2.10).
The term ( p& pe) \*(*&1)#pe represent the rate of reaction for liquid
and vapor particles at the same location (x, t). The diffusion term +*xx then
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determines the chance for neighboring particles of different phases to
collide and hence is necessary. The necessity of this diffusion term can be
illustrated by the following example: Let u=0, T=constant,
*={0,1,
x<0,
x0,
and v be such that pressure is a constant and the vapor is supersaturated
at initial time. By Maxwell rule which states that the only stationary phase
boundary happens at the equilibrium pressure, vapor should start to con-
dense at the liquidvapor interface which results in the motion of the phase
boundary. However, the system (2.8) with += says that the solution is the
initial data and hence no phase change happens. In fact, we can see easily
that when +{0 and the pressure is not the equilibrium pressure, the liquid
vapor interface in (2.10) with +>0 must move, which is in agreement with
Maxwell rule. In most traditional modeling of phase transitions in shock
tube, droplet growth formulae are used which already include the effect of
vapor near a droplet of liquid colliding with the droplet, resulting in the
growth of the droplet. With the use of those droplet growth formulae, the
diffusion term *xx maybe unnecessary. However, those droplet growth laws
are usually too complicated to be handled analytically. Since we choose the
simple form (2.9) for the rate function, the diffusion term is needed.
In the rest of this section we shall investigate (2.10) with (2.9) numeri-
cally to see whether the system can exhibit major one-dimensional wave
patterns of liquidvapor phase transitions observed in shock tube experiments
for retrograde fluids, i.e., fluids with large heat capacity.
First, we recall major one-dimensional wave patterns involving liquid
vapor phase transitions observed in shock tube experiments using retro-
grade fluids summarized in [TCK] and [TCMKS]. The apparatus is a
tube with piston on one side, say left side, and the other side is either open
or closed. By compressing or withdrawing the piston, phase transition can
be induced. Figure 2.2 is taken from [TCMKS] which summarizes the
wave patterns observed when piston is compressed and withdrew.
(a) Figure 2.2a shows the piston compressibility into the vapor to
send a compression shock into vapor. If the shock strength is not too
strong, then this shock will split into a forerunner shock and a slower
moving condensation discontinuity across which vapor changes to liquid
vapor mixture or liquid. The slower moving condensation discontinuity is
subsonic on both sides of the shock. Further increasing the shock strength
the condensation discontinuity will move faster, and eventually the conden-
sation discontinuity and the forerunner shock merge if the compression
strength is strong enough.
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FIGURE 2.2
(b) Figure 2.2b shows the piston withdrawing from liquid to send an
expansion wave into the liquid. This wave then splits into a forerunner
rarefaction wave, which sends the liquid into metastable region, followed
by a slower moving evaporation shock. The upstream state of the evapora-
tion shock is overheated liquid.
(c) The withdrawing piston from equilibrium liquidvapor mixture
will create a rarefaction shock. The down stream of the shock is overheated
vapor. In fact, given an rarefaction initial data, the liquidvapor system will
sharpen up to form a rarefaction shock across which phase transition
occurs.
Models for the dynamics of phase transitions should exhibit these wave
patterns. We expect the temperature of retrograde fluids does not change
much in shock tube experiments due to its large heat capacity. For this
reason, we consider the isothermal case of the system (2.10)
\t+(\v)x=0,
(\v)t+(\v2+ p)x==uxx ,
(\1 f1)t+(\1 f1v)x=w1++ \\1 f1\ +xx , (2.11)
p= p1(\1)= p2(\2),
\=\1 f1+(1& f1) \2
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with (2.9). We shall carried out numerical computation for the initial value
problem of (2.11) with (2.9). We use the standard centered difference for
the right hand side of (2.11)3 . The speeds of phase boundaries depend on
the ratio of # in w1 and + among other things. Thus we need to make the
numerical viscosity arisen from the discretization of the left hand side of
the system (2.11) much smaller than + so that it will not significantly
change the viscosity. For this purpose, we use 3rd order Weighted Essen-
tially Non-Oscilatory (WENO) scheme with LaxFredricks flux splitting,
[LOC], for the left hand side of (2.11)1, 2, 3 . To speed up the computation,
we omit the step of decomposition along characteristic directions, similar
to [JS].
The pressure functions p1 and p2 are based on the van der Waals
pressure function h(\) which give a fairly good approximation of pure
liquid and vapor and when \ is not in the spinodal region. We take
h(\)=
8T\
3&\
&3\2.
Then the spinodal limit : and ; and equilibrium pressure pe can be
computed according to Maxwell equal area rule. Of course, the values of
:, ; and pe etc. can also be assigned according to the corresponding data
of the test fluid used in experiments. The pressure functions p1 and p2 we
used in the computation are
p1(\)={
h(\) if \:,
(2.12)
h \;&33&: (3&\)+3++h(:)&h(;), if \>:,
and
p2(\)={
h(\), if \;,
(2.13)h(;)
h(:)
h \:; \+ , if \<;.
The following are examples of our computations on Riemann problems
for (2.11). Riemann problems can simulate (a)(c) after Fig. 2.2 because
their solutions are also solutions of some piston problems. In Example 14,
the constants in (2.11) and (2.9) are ==0, #=0.005, +=2#5, c1=c2=
1#c3=1 and c4=0.1. The grid steps are 2x=0.01 and 2t=0.002.
Example 1. We intend to simulate the experiment where a compression
shock is sent into vapor. We setup the initial data as
(\, m, \1 f1)(x)={(1.6, 1, 0),(0.3, 0, 0.3),
if x<0.5,
if x>0.5.
(2.14)
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The numerical solution with above initial data at t=0.6 is shown in
Fig. 2.3a, which clearly shows the initial shock propagating to the right
splits into a forerunner shock and a slower moving plate boundary. The
forerunner shock is the ordinary compressive shock. The phase boundary
shock is a undercompressive shock in the sense that the number of charac-
teristics going into the shock is 3<3+1. The phase boundary is subsonic
on both sides. This is in agreement with the observation (a). One may
notice that in piston driven shock tube experiment, it is mostly mixture of
liquid and vapor after the phase boundary. This is because that when vapor
condenses to liquid as it pass through the condensation discontinuity,
latent heat is released which cause temperature to rise. This in turn raises
the equilibrium pressure pe(T) which will stop the condensation and thus
the condensation is partial and mixture of liquid and vapor is created. Our
FIGURE 2.4
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FIGURE 2.5
computation is for the isothermal case which excludes the mechanism
related to temperature change and hence we get the complete liquefaction
shock.
In [TCMKS], experiments were carried out in a shock tube with an
closed end. Phase changes is induced by the reflected shock. Figure 2.3b is
taken from [TCMKS] which shows the pressure and mass fraction of
vapor observed at a fixed location during an experiment. In order to
compare with Fig. 2.3b, we reverse the initial data (2.14) to set
(\, m, \1 f1)(x, 0)={(1.6, &1, 0),(0.3, 0, 0.3),
if x>1.5,
if x<1.5.
(2.15)
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We record the mass fraction and pressure of vapor at x=1 in the above
numerical computation, shown in Fig. 2.3c and 2.3d. We see that the
shapes of waves in numerical solution is similar to that of experiment.
We tested numerically the stability of the phase boundaries in this example
and find that it is stable with respect to perturbations of compact support
used in the numerical tests.
Example 2. This is a continuation of Example 1. This time, we send in
a stronger compression shock. To simulate this, we set the initial data as
(\, m, \1 f1)(x, 0)={(1.7, 1.55, 0),(0.3, 0, 0.3),
if x<0.5,
if x>0.5.
(2.16)
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This time, the forerunner shock and the phase boundary does not split due
to the large strength of the incident shock. This is also in agreement with
experimental observations. It is interesting to see that the structure of the
shock is, from the upstream to down stream, a forerunner shock that send
vapor to metastasize region, the condensation region and a sharp pressure
jump that pushes the condensation discontinuity from behind (see Fig. 2.4).
In high dimension cases, phenomena in Example 1 and 2 will lead to triple
points where three shocks meet, which happens when a strong phase
boundary emerges from a tube.
Example 3. This example models the experiment where piston is with-
drawn from liquid to cause evaporation. The initial data is
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(\, m, \1 f1)(x, 0)={(0.4, &0.3, 0.4),(1.6, 0, 0),
if x<1,
if x>1
(2.17)
The numerical solution at time t=0.6 is shown in Fig. 2.5. From Fig. 2.5,
we can see that the solution consists a fast moving rarefaction wave going
to the right and a slower moving phase boundary across which liquid
changes to vapor. The liquid in the region between the forerunner rare-
faction wave and the evaporation shock is in supersaturated state. Again, this
is consistent with the experimental observation b). The phase boundary is
also under compressive. It is interesting to see that in ordinary gas, the
expansion of gas results in only rarefaction waves, no shocks. But for
material undergoing first order phase transitions, a shock is also part of
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expansion waves. This shock is a deflagration wave in the sense that as
particles pass through the shock, the speed increases and the pressure
drops.
Example 4. Figure 2.6 is an example of a rarefaction phase boundary.
The end states of this shock are labeled on the figure.
We set the initial data to be a rarefactional one as shown in Fig. 2.7a.
The solution will sharpens up to form an evaporation shock, as shown in
Fig. 2.7b which is the solution at t=1.332.
3. TRAVELING WAVES AND RIEMANN PROBLEMS,
THE CASE WHEN +=0
From our discussion in last section we see that it is necessary to require
+>0 for (1.8) to be consistent with Maxwell rule that the stationary phase
boundary is at the equilibrium pressure. However, a study for the case
where +=0 can still reveal much information about the case where +>0.
For this reason, we shall study traveling waves for the case where +=0.
When +=0, the traveling wave equations for (1.8) is
&cv$=c2(v&v&)+ p& p& ,
&c*$=A( p& pe) *(*&1), (3.1)
(v, *)(\)=(v\ , *\).
As usual, the RankineHugoniot conditions (1.12) is assumed. Uniter the
assumption (1.9), for each (v& , *&) and speed c, there are two to five equi-
librium points on (v, *)-plane that satisfy RankineHugoniot conditions
and hence are candidates of (v\ , *\), see Fig. 3.1.
A possible equilibrium point not shown in Fig 3.1 is that p(v, *)= pe for
some * # [0, 1]. We use the notation
R=c2(v&v&)+ p& p& .
The curves R=0 and p= pe are shown as part of the phase portrait in the
(*, v)-plane in Figs. 3.23.6. We note that since p*>0, for each v, there is
at most one * for which R(v, *)=0. This feature is used when we construct
the following phrase portraits.
We divide our discussion of traveling waves according to the member of
equilibrium points and relative position of the curves R=0 and p= pe :
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FIGURE 3.1
Case I. There are only two equilibrium points. Then these two points
must be on the liquid branch, *\=0. In this case, the existence of traveling
waves is dictated by Lax’s entropy criterion just as for regular gas dynamics.
Case II. There are three equilibrium points.
In this case, these three equilibrium points are (v1 , *1=0), (v2 , *2) with
p(v2 , *2)= pe and (v3 , *3=0). The eigenvalues of these equilibrium points
of (1.8) are as follows: At (v1 , 0), the eigenvalues are
:1, 1=&
c2+ pv(v1 , 0)
c
>0, :1, 2=
A( p(v1 , 0)& pe)
c
>0. (3.2a)
At (v3 , 0), the eigenvalues are
:3, 1=&
c2+ pv(v3 , 0)
c
>0, :3, 2=
A( p(v3 , 0)& pe)
c
>0. (3.2b)
At (v2 , *2), the eigenvalues are
:2, \=
1
2 _
c2+ pv
c
&A2p*\\c
2& pv
c
&A2p*+
2
+4A2 cp*& (3.2c)
with :2, +>0>:2, & where A2=A*2(1&*2 c). Based on these information
we can draw the phase diagram for (1.8) as in Fig. 3.2.
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FIGURE 3.2
We see that (v1 , 0)  (v2 , *2)  (v2 , *2)  (v3 , 0) and (v1 , 0)  (v3 , 0)
are connections with c>0. Some of these traveling waves are constable.
For example, we can easily see from (1.8)3 that the traveling waves con-
necting (v1 , 0) to (v3 , 0) with *=0 is unstable when there is perturbation
in *. This traveling wave is compressive.
Case III. There are four equilibrium points (vi , *i), i=1, 2, 3, 4 with
p(vi , *i) pe . In this case, the eigenvalues at (vi , *i) are
:1, 1=&
c2+ pv(v1 , 0)
c
>0, :1, 2=A( p(v1 , 0)& pe)c<0, (3.3a)
:2, 1=&
c2+ pv(v2 , 0)
c
>0, :2, 2=A( p(v2 , 1)& pe)c>0, (3.3b)
:3, 1=&
c2+ pv(v3 , 0)
c
<0, :3, 2=A( p(v3 , 1)& pe)c>0, (3.3c)
:4, 1=&
c2+ pv(v4 , 0)
c
<0, :4, 2=A( p(v4 , 1)& pe)c<0, (3.3d)
The phase diagram of (3.1) in this case is shown is Fig. 3.3, in which we
used the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.1. The stable manifold of (v1 , *1=0) lies between the curves
R=0, v1<v<v2 , and p= pe . Moreover, this manifold traces back into the
constable node (v2 , *2=1).
Proof. Let the unstable manifold of (v1 , 0) be denoted by (v(!), *(!)).
We recall that the slope of the curves R=0, v1vv2 and p= pe are
positive. If there was a point !=!0 such that (v(!0), *(!0)) is on the closed
region bounded by R=0, 0*1, then v(!)>v(!0) for !>!0 and hence
(v, *)(!) could not enter (v1 , 0) as !  , which is a contradiction. If
(v, *)(!0) was at or below the curve p= pe , then (3.1) would imply that
*(!)>*(!0)>0 and hence (v, *)(!) could not be the stable manifold of
(v1 , 0), which is again a contradiction. K
Based on the information shown in Fig. 3.3, we see that (v2 , 1)  (v1 , 0),
(v3 , 1)  (v4 , 0), (v2 , 1)  (v4 , 0), (v2 , 1)  (v3 , 1) and (v1 , 0)  (v4 , 0) are
connections with speed c>0. Among them the first three traveling waves
involve phase transitions. The last three are compressive while the others
are undercompressive.
Since the slope of p= pe , &p*pv , is smaller than that of the curve R=0
for v1<v<v2 , only (v1 , *1=0) among these equilibrium points is possible
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to have p(v, *)= pe . When p(v1 , 0)= pe , the center manifold of (v1 , *1=0)
is tangent to R=0. This center manifold still trace track into (v2 , *2=1).
Thus, (v2 , 1)  (v1 , 0) is still a connection with speed c>0.
Case IV. There are five equilibrium points (vi , *i), i=1, 2, ..., 5, with
p(v2 , *2)= pe , p(v1 , 0)< pe< p(v3 , 0), see Fig. 3.4.
Based on the eigenvalues of equilibrium points which can be computed
similarly as for previous cases, we see that (v1 , *1) and (v3 , *3) are unstable
nodes, (v2 , *2) and (v4 , *4) are saddles while (v5 , *5) is a stable node. The
phase diagram for this case is shown in Fig. 3.4. We see that (v1 , *1=0) 
(v2 , *2), (v3 , *3=1)  (v2 , *2), (v2 , *2)  (v5 , 0), (v3 , 1)  (v5 , 0), (v4 , 1) 
(v5 , 0), (v3 , 1)  (v4 , 1), (v1 , 0)  (v5 , 0) are connections with speed c>0.
All of them except for the last two involve phase changes.
Case V. There are four equilibrium points (vi , *i), i=1, 2, 3, 4, with
p(vi , *i)< pe p(vj , *j) for i=1, 2 and j=3, 4. These four equilibrium
points are plotted in Fig. 3.5.
Points (v1 , 0) and (v4 , 0) are unstable and stable nodes, respectively,
while (v2 , 1) and (v3 , 1) are saddle points. We conclude that (v1 , 0)  (v2 , 1),
(v1 , 0)  (v4 , 0), (v2 , 1)  (v3 , 1) and (v3 , 1)  (v4 , 0) are connections with
speed c>0.
FIGURE 3.4
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FIGURE 3.5
Case VI. There are five equilibrium points with p(v3 , 1)> pe> p(v5 , 0),
see Fig 3.6.
For this case, the point (v1 , 0) is a unstable node, (v2 , 1) and (v4 , *4) are
saddle points, while (v3 , 1) and (v5 , 0) are stable nodes. The following are
collections with c>0: (v1 , 0)  (vi , *i) for i=1, 2, 3, 4, (v4 , *4)  (v5 , 0),
(v4 , *4)  (v3 , 1) and (v2 , 1)  (v3 , 1).
Case VII. There are four equilibria points and p(vi , *i) pe for
i=1, ..., 4.
In this case, (v1 , 0)  (vi , *i), i=2, 3, 4, (v2 , 1)  (v3 , 1) are connections
with c>0. When p(v4 , 0)> pe , (v4 , 0)  (v3 , 1) is also a connection. When
p(v4 , 0)= pe , it is still a connection since the center manifold of (v4 , *4) is
in the tangent direction of R=0 (See Fig. 3.7).
From above discussions for example in Case V, we see that for each
(v& , 0) fixed, there are infinitely many traveling waves connecting (v& , 0)
to various (v+ , *+). Many of these traveling waves are unstable or un-
metastable in the sense that they are unstable even with perturbations in u
and v only. Only stable or metastable traveling waves can be observed and
hence only these traveling waves are considered admissible. More discussions
on this issue will be presented in Sections 4 and 5.
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FIGURE 3.7
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4. TRAVELING WAVES AND RIEMANN PROBLEMS,
THE CASE WHEN +>0.
We start our investigation on the existence of traveling waves of (1.8) by
modifying the system of equations for traveling waves (1.14) as
&cv$=c2(v&v&)+ p& p&+’v",
&c*$=Aw(v, *)+B*", (4.1)
(v, *)(&)=(v& , *&) (v, *)()=(v+ , *+).
We further restrict and modify (4.1) as follows:
’v"+cv$=&%(c2(v&v&)+ p& p&),
B*"+c*$=&%Aw(v, *),
(4.2)
&L<!<M,
(v, *)(&L)=(v& , *&), (v, *)(M)=(v + , * +),
where the % is a constant in [0, 1], and constants v + , and * + # [0, 1]
are to be chosen later. For simplicity, we shall use the notation
p + := p(v + , * +) in the sequel.
Our plan is to prove the existence of strictly monotone solutions of (4.2)
for %=1 and then taking the limits L   in a suitable manner to prove
that there is a monotone unstable manifold issued from (v& , *&) with
(v, *)(M)=(v + , * +) for some chosen (v + , * +) with M>0 depending an
(v + , * +). Then, we let (v + , * +)  (v+ , *+) and show that this will force
M   to yield the existence of solutions of (4.1). Finally, we pass the limit
’  0+ in (4.1) to obtain the existence of strictly solutions of (1.14).
We see that, when B{0, there is no solution for (1.14) if c=0. Thus we
assume without loss of generality that c>0 in the sequel. For simplicity,
we use the notations
f1(v, *) :=&
1
’
(c2(v&v&)+ p& p&), (4.3a)
f2(v, *) :=&
A
B
w(v, *) (4.3b)
in (4.2). A straightforward calculation On (4.2) yields
(v$ec!’)$=%f1ec!’,
(4.4)
(*$ec!B)$=%f2ec!B,
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and hence
\v*+=\
v&
*&++|
!
&L \
e&c(‘+L)’
0
0
e&c(‘+L)B+\
v$(&L)
*$(&L)+ d‘
+% |
!
&L
d‘1 |
‘1
&L \
ec(‘2&‘1)’
ec(‘2&‘1)B
f1
f2+ d‘2 , (4.5a)
where
\v$(&L)*$(&L)+=\
M&L e
&c(‘+L)’ d‘
0
0
M&L e
&c(‘+L)B d‘+
&1
__\v+&v&*+&*& ++% |
M
&L
d‘1 |
‘1
&L \
ec(‘2&‘1)f1
ec(‘2&‘1)Bf2+ d‘2& . (4.5b)
It is clear that (4.5) are equivalent to (4.2). We say that (v, *)(!) is
monotone if v(!) and *(!) are monotone.
Lemma 4.1. A monotone solution, (v, *), of (4.2) satisfies
&(v, *)&C2([&L, M], R2)C
for some constant C>0 independent of %.
Proof. A monotone solution of (4.2), (v, *), satisfies min(v& , v+)
vmax(v& , v+) and min(*& , *+)*max(*& , *+). Then the conclusion
follows from (4.4). K
Theorem 4.2. If
(v +&v&)(* +&*&)>0, (4.6a)
(v +&v&)[c2(v +&v&)+ p +& p&]0, (4.6b)
and
(v +&v&)( p +& pe)0, (4.6c)
then there is a strictly monotone solution of (4.2) for all % # [0, 1].
Proof. It suffices to prove that (4.5) have strictly monotone solutions.
To this end, we further rewrite (4.5) as
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\v(!)*(!)+
=\v0(!)*0(!)++% |
!
&L
d‘1 |
‘1
&L \
ec(‘2&‘1)’f1
ec(‘2&‘1)Bf2+ d‘2
+% \
!&L e
&c(‘+L)’ d‘
M&L e
&c(‘+L)’ d‘
0
0
!&L e
&c(‘+L)B d‘
M&L e
&c(‘+L)B d‘+ | M&L d‘1 | ‘1&L \e
c(‘2&‘1)’f1
ec(‘2&‘1)Bf2+ d‘2 ,
(4.7)
where (v0 , *0)(!) is the solution of (4.2) when %=0 and therefore is inde-
pendent of %. Let V=v&v0 , 4=*&*0 . Then (4.7) becomes
\V(!)4(!)+=% \
!&L e
&c(‘+L)’
M&L e
&c(‘+L)’ d‘
0
0
!&L e
&c(‘+L)B d‘
M&L e
&c(‘+L)B d‘+
_|
M
&L
d‘1 |
‘1
&L \
ec(‘2&‘1)’f1(V+v0 , 4+*0)
ec(‘2&‘1)Bf2(V+v0 , 4+*0)+ d‘2
+% |
M
&L
d‘1 |
‘1
&L \
ec(‘2&‘1)’f1(V+v0 , 4+*0)
ec(‘2&‘1)Bf2(V+v0 , 4+*0)+ d‘2 . (4.8)
Let T(V, 4, %) denote the right hand side of (4.8). we see that T is an
operator from X_[0, 1] to X, where
X :=[(V, 4) # C1([&L, M]: R2): (V, 4)(&L)=(V, 4)(M)=(0, 0)],
(4.9)
with & }&X=& }&C1([&L, M], R2) . Then (4.2) has a solution if and only if T has
a fixed point. It is clear from the definition of T, (4, 8), that the bounded-
ness of (V, 4) in X implies the boundedness, uniform in % # [0, 1], of the
derivatives of T(V, 4, %) up to second order. Thus T: X_[0, 1]  X is a
compact operators we intend to prove the existence of the fixed point of the
operator T by using the following lemma on LeraySchauder’s degree:
Lemma 4.3. ([Ma]). Let X be a real normed vector space and 0 a bounded
open subset of X. Let T: 0 _[0, 1]  X be a compact operator. If
(i) T(x, %){x for x # 0, % # [0, 1], and
(ii) the LeraySchauder degree DI (T( } , 0)&I, 0){0,
then, for any % # [0, 1], T(x, 1)=x has at least one solution in 0.
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Here we take the space X as defined by (4.9). We choose the set 0 to be
0=[(V, 4 # X: &(V+v0 , 4+*0)&C1([&L, M]; R2)<C+1,
(V$+v$0)(4$+*$0)>0], (4.10)
where the constant C is the one given in Lemma 4.1. It is clear that 0/X
is bounded and open. Since (v0(!), *0(!)) is the solution of (4.2) with %=0,
the C1 norm of functions (V, 4)(!) is bounded uniformly in % by
Lemma 4.1. We further observe that v$0*$0>0 under the condition (4.6).
Thus, (0, 0) # 0. Condition (i) of Lemma 4.3 is easily met since
DI (I&T( } , %=0), 0)=DI (I, 0)=1.
Now it remains to verify condition (ii) of Lemma 4.3. To this end, we
assume the contrary, i.e. that there is % # [0, 1] and (V, 4) # 0 such that
(V, 4) is a fixed point of T( } , %). Then, v(!) :=V(!)+v0(!), *(!) :=
4(!)+*0(!) is a solution of (4.2). By the definition of 0 and condition (4.6),
wiles v+>v& , one of the following three cases holds
Case I. &(v, *)&C1([&L, M]; R2)=C+1.
Case II. v$0, *$0, v$(!0) or *$(!0)=0 for some !0 # (&L, M).
Case III. v$0, *$0, v$(!0) or *$(!0)=0 for !0=&L or M.
Corresponding to Case II and III, when v+<v& , there are two possible
cases:
Case II ’. v$0, *$0, v$(!0) or *$(!0)=0 for some !0 # (&L, M).
Case. III ’. v$0, *$0, v$(!0) or *$(!0)=0 for !0=&L or M.
Case I cannot hold since it violates Lemma 4.1.
We shall prove that other cases cannot happen either. The proof for
Case II’ and III’ is similar to that for Case II and III. Thus, we shall plot
the proof of Case II’ and III’ in the parentheses in the proof of Case II and
III, when there is a difference among the proofs.
Now we consider Case II. We divide this case into two subcases:
Subbase II(a). v$0 (0), *$0 (0), *$(!0)=0 for some !0 # (&L, M).
In this case, since *$(!)0 (0) and !0 is an interior point, we further
have
*$(!0)=0, *"(!0)=0. (4.11)
Then (4.2)2 infers that either
*(!0)=0 or 1 (4.12)
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or
p(v(!0), *(!0))= pe . (4.13)
We claim that (4.12) implies that *(!)#*(!0), which violates the boundary
condition of (4.2). Indeed, if otherwise, then either (i) *(!){*(!0) for some
!0<!<M or (ii) *(!){*(!0) for some !0>!>L. We only consider case
(i). The other case can be handled similarly. In case (i), we can let !1 be
thee minimum of such ! and hence *(!1)=*(!0) and *$(!1)=0. Let
*1=*(!0), from (4.2)2 , we have that
B(*&*1)"+c(*&*1)$=O(1)(*&*1). (4.14)
Integrating (4.14), we obtain
|*(!)&*1 |= } |
!
!1
d‘1 |
‘1
!1
O(1)(*(‘2)&*1) exp(c(‘2&‘1)B) d‘2 }
o(1)(!&!1)2 max
‘ # [!, !1]
( |*(‘)&*1 | ). (4.15)
For |!&!1 | small enough, above estimates yields
max
‘ # [!, !1]
( |*(‘)&*1 | )< 12 max
‘ # [!, !1]
( |*(‘)&*1 | ),
which implies *(!)=*1 for |!&!1 | small enough. This contradiction shows
that (4.12) cannot hold.
Next, we will show that (4.13) cannot hold either. We take derivative of
(4.2)2 and apply (4.11), (4.13) to obtain
0=A*(!0)(*(!0)&1) pv(v(!0), v(!0)) v$(!0)+B*$$$(!0). (4.16)
Recalling that v$(!0)0 (0), pv<0 and *<in[0, 1], we get from (4.16)
that *$$$(!0)0 (0). On the other hand, equation (4.11) and *$(!)0
(0) show that *$$$(!0)0 (0). Then it must be that *$$$(!0)=0 and
hence v$(!0)=0 from (4.16). This and v$(!)0 (0) further implies
v"(!0)=0. The uniqueness of initial value problems of ordinary differen-
tial equations and *$(!0)=*"(!0)=v$(!0)=v"(!0) yield that (v, *)#
(v(!0), *(!0)) which is again a contradiction to the boundary conditions in
(4.2). These contradictions show that Subcase II(a) cannot occur.
Subcase II(b). v$0 (0), *$0 (0), v$(!0)=0, and hence
v"(!0)=0, for some !0 # (&L, M). This case, the derivative of the equation
(4.2)1 evaluated at !=!0 reads
’v$$$(!0)=&p* *$(!0)0 (0). (4.17)
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However, from v$(!)0 (0) and v$(!0)=v"(!0)=0, we see that
v$$$(!0)0 (0) and hence v$$$(!0)=0. Then (4.17) implies *$(!0)=0. This
is Subcase II(a), which cannot happen. Therefore Subcase II(b) cannot
occur.
Our discussions of Subcase II(a) and (b) (II’(a) and (b)) showed that
Case II and Case II’ cannot hold.
Now, we study Case IIl (III’). We also divide this case into two subcases:
Subcase III(a). *$(!)0 (0), v$(!)0 (0) and either *$(&L)=0 or
v$(&L)=0.
If *$(&L)=0, then by (4.2)2 and boundary condition that (v& , *&) is an
equilibrium point of (4.2), we see that *"(&L)=0. Since p+ pep+ pe ,
by condition (4.6), and p&> p+ p&< p+ required by RankineHugoniot
condition (1.13), the value *&=0 or 1. In either case, our proof for that
(4.12) can not hold applies here to yield a contradiction.
If v$(&L)=0, then from (4.2)1 and that (v& , *&) is an equilibrium point
of (4.2) implies that v"(&L)=0. By arguments used Subcase II(b), we
again arrive at a contradiction. These contradictions show that Subcase
III(a) cannot occur.
Subcase III(b). *$(!)0 (0), v$(!)0 (0) and either *$(M)=0 or
v$(M)=0. if *$(M)=0, then
B*"(M)=A( p(v + , * +)& pe) * +(1&* +)0 (0). (4.18)
If the strict inequality holds in (4.18), then *$(!)<0 (>0) for !<M and
close to M which is not possible in this subcase. Thus, we have *"M)=0.
Again, the argument for proving that (4.11) cannot hold shows that this
leads to a contradiction.
If v$(M)=0, then equation (4.2)2 yields
’v"(M)=&%(c2(v +&v&)+ p +& p&)0 (0), (4.19)
where we used condition (4.6). When the strict inequality in (4.19) holds,
then v$(!)<0 for some !<M and close to M which is impossible in this
case. This implies that when strict inequality holds in (4.19), v$(M){0. If
equality in (4.19) holds, then v"(M)=0. The derivative of (4.2)2 evaluated
at !=M is
’v$$$(M)=&%p**$(M)0 (0). (4.20)
On the other hand, we also have v$$$(M)0 (0) since v$(M)=v"(M)=0
and v$0 (0). Thus, we have v$$$(M)=0 and hence *$(M)=0. By our
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discussion on the case *$(M)=0 in last paragraph, we will again get a con-
tradiction. These contradictions shows that Subcase III(b) cannot hold
either. Thus, Case III and III’ cannot occur.
Combining our analysis of Cases IIII, II’ and III’, we conclude that the
operator T( } , %) cannot have fixed points in 0 for any % # [0, 1]. Thus, all
the conditions in Lemma 4.3 are met and hence statement of this theorem
follows. K
We choose * + between (*&+3*+)4 and *+ . We use (v, *)(!, L, M, v + , * +)
to denote solutions of (4.2) given by Theorem 4.2. Consider
(v, *)(!, N, N, v + , * +). Since differential equations in (4.2) is invariant
under translations we can shift the (v, *)(!, N, N, v + , * +) to obtain a solution
of (4.2) with L=L(N) and M=M(N), denoted as
(v, *)(!, L(N), M(N), v + , * +),
such that *(0, L(N), M(N))=(*&+*+)2 we note that
M(N)+L(N)=2N. (4.21)
We can select a subsequence of N=1, 2, 3, ..., denoted as [Nn]n=n=1 , such
that at least one of M(Nn) and L(Nn)   as n  . We call further
extract a subsequence of [Nn], denoted by [Nn] again, such that
M(Nn)  sup
n=1, 2, ...
M(Nn)=: M0 (4.22a)
and
L(Nn)  sup
n=1, 2, ...
L(Nn)=: M0 (4.22b)
as n  . By our choice of [Nn], one of M0 , and L0 is .
Lemma 4.4. As n  , the limit
(v, *)(!, L0 , M0 , v + , * +) := lim
n  
(v, *)(!, L(Nn), M(Nn), v + , * +) (4.23)
exists for almost all ! # (&L0 , M0). Furthermore, the limit (v, *)(!) is
monotone, C2, and satisfies (4.2)1 and (4.2)2 .
Proof. It follows immediately from the monotonicity and boundedness
in L of (v, *)(!, L(Nn), M(Nn), v + , * +) that the pointwise limit
(4.23) exists almost everywhere and the limit is also monotone.
Since (v, *)(!, L(Nn), M(Nn), v + , * +) is bounded in L, the limit
(v, *)(!, L0 , M0 , v + , * +) is a weak solution of (4.2)1 and (4.2)2 in L.
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Integrating (4.2)1 and (4.2)2 twice, we see that this weak solution is a
strong solution in C2.K
Lemma 4.5. Assume that there is no other equilibrium point of (4.2) with
* between *& and *+ and v between v& and v+ . Assume that (v + , * +)
satisfies (4.6) with v + {v\ and v + is between v& and v+ , * + {*+ and is
between (*&+3*+)4 and *+ . Then M0<L0=. Furthermore the function
(v, *)(!, L0=, M0 , v + , * +) defined in (4.23) is a strictly monotone solution
of (4.2) with L= and M=M0 .
Proof. We first prove L0=. By Lemma 4.4, the function
(v, *)(!) :=(v, *)(!, L0=, M0 , v + , * +), defined on (&L0 , M0), is a
monotone solution of (4.2)1 and (4.2)2 . If L0<, then M0=. By the
monotonicity of (v, *)(!), the limit lim!  (v, *)(!)=: (v*, **) exists,
which is necessarily an equilibrium point of (4.2). By the construction of
(v, *)(!) and its monotonicity, we see that v* is between v& and v +<v+
while ** is between (*&+3*+)4 and * + . By assumption of this lemma,
there is no such an equilibrium point. Thus we have M0< and hence
L0=.
To prove that (v, *)(!) is a solution of (4.2) with L=L0= and
M=M0 it suffices to prove the boundary conditions (4.2)3 are satisfied. To
this ends we see that the monotonicity of (v, *)(!) implies the existence of
(v*, **) :=lim!  &(v, *)(!), with v* between v& and v + , and ** between*& and * + . By assumptions of this lemma, it must be (v*, **)=(v& , *&)
since (v
*
, *
*
) must be an equilibrium point of (4.2).
Now we need to prove (v, *)(M0)=(v 0 , * 0). To this end, it suffices to
prove that &(v$, *$)(!, L(N), M(N), v + , * +)&L([&1, M(N)]) is bounded
uniformly for large N. We note that (v, *)(!, L(N), ...) is monotone. There
is a point in !1 # [&L(N), &1] such that |*$(!1)||*+&*& | for large N
so that &L(N)<&2. In the case where *$(!, L(N), ...)0, the maximum
of *$ in [!1 , M(N)]#[&1, M(N)] call the attained either at interior point
of (!1 , M(N)) or at M(N) or !1 . By our choice of !1 , *$(!1 , L(N), ...) is
bounded uniformly for large N. In the other two situations, we have
*"(!0)0 at the maximum point !0 which implies, in view of (4.2)2 ,
0c*$(!0)&A( p& pe) *(!0)(*(!0)&1)
Thus, &*$( } , L(N), ...)&L([&1, M(N)]) is bounded independently on N. The
case where *$0 can be handled in the same way. Similarly, we can prove
&v$( } , L(N), ...&L([&1, M(N)]) is also bounded uniformly in N.
It is clear that (v, *)(!, , M0 , v + , * +) is monotone. The arguments
used in the proof of Theorems 4.2 showing that Case II, III, II’ and III’
cannot hold can be used here to show the strict monotonicity of
(v, *)(!, , M0 , v + , * +). K
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Lemma 4.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.5, Then the strictly
monotone solution (v, *)(!, , M0 , v + , * +) of (4.2) defined by (1.23)
satisfies
&(v$, *$)( } , L(N), ...)&L([&, M0])C
for some constant C>0 only depends on (v\ , *\) but not on (v \ , * \).
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that for arguing the bounded-
ness of &v$( } , L(N), ...&L([&1, M(N)]) in the proof of Lemma 4.5 except that
here we take !1=&. K
Theorem 4.7. Assume *\=0 or 1,
(v+&v&)(*+&*&)>0 (4.24a)
(v+&v&)( p+& p&)0 (4.24b)
and there is no other equilibrium point of (1.14) with v value between v& and
v+ . Then if the speed
c=&p+& p&v+&v&
satisfies
c2>4AB max( p(v+ , 1)& pe , p(v& , 1)& pe), (4.25)
then there is a monotone solution of (1.14). Furthermore, if c2<
4AB | p+& pe |, then there is no traveling wave solutions of (1.14) satisfying
* # [0, 1].
Remark. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.7 and that p*>0, the
speed of traveling waves of (1.14) satisfies
c2+ pv(v\ , *\)<0. (4.26)
This implies that the traveling waves provided by Theorem 4.7 are under-
compressive in the sense that the number of characteristics entering into
the wave is three that is less than that of a typical compressive shock.
These traveling waves are subsonic on both sides of the wave by (4.26).
Proof. We notice that the curves c2(v&v&)+ p& p&=0 and p= pe in
(*, v)-plane do not intersect under conditions (4.24). According to (4.26),
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we see that &p* (c2+ pv)>&p* pv>0 for (*, v) close to (*+ , v+),
*1. Then, we can choose a sequence of (v +n , * +n), n=1, 2, ...,
(v +n , * +n)  (v+ , *+) as n  , such that all the conditions in Lemma 4.5
are satisfied. Then, we have a sequence of strictly monotone solutions of
(4.2), (vn , *n)(!) :=(v, *)(!, , M0, n , v +n , * +n), on (&, M0, n) with the
boundary values (vn , *n)(&)=(v& , *&) and (vn , *n)(M0, n)=(v +n , * +n).
By the monotonicity and boundedness of (vn , *n)(!) there is a subsequence
of [n], denoted by [n] again without loss of generality, such that
(v, *)(!) := lim
n  
(vn , *n)(!) (4.27)
converges almost everywhere on (&, M) where M=lim supn   , M0, n ,
which can be made convergent by further extracting subsequences if
necessary. By the same argument in the proof of Lemma 4.4, this limit
function is strictly monotone and satisfies (4.2)1 and (4.2)2 with L=&
and M=M . In the same way as that in second paragraph of the proof
of Lemma 4.5, we can prove that lim!  (v, *)=(v& , *&).
We shall prove that M= and lim!  (v, *)=(v+ , *+). This will
establish the existence of (4.1). To this ends we assume the contrary,
M<. Then Lemma 4.6 implies that (r, *)(M)=(v+ , *+). Being
strictly monotone, the function *(!), defined in (4.27), has an inverse function
and v(!) can then be written as v(*). With this, the equation (4.1)2 and the
corresponding boundary conditions become
&c*$=A( p(v(*), *)& pe) *(*&1)+B*",
(4.28)
*(&)=*& , *(M)=*+ .
The function *(!) is a strictly monotone solution of the system (4.28). We
see that *$(M){0. Indeed, if otherwise, the proof for the impossibility of
Subcase III(b) and III’(b) in the proof of Theorem 4.2 can be applied here
to yield a contradiction. Thus, to prove M=, it suffices to prove that
*$=0 when *=*+ . To this end, we rewrite (4.28) as
*$= y,
y$=&cy&A( p(v(*), *)& pe) *(*&1), (4.28$)
(*, y)(&)=(*& , 0) (*, y)(M)=(*+ , y).
and we want to prove that y=0. Since *(!) is monotone, the trajectory
(*, y)(!) does not cross the *-axis in (*, y)-plane.
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The eigenvalues at the equilibrium point (*& , y=0) of (4.28’) is
:&\=
1
2B
[&c\- c2+4AB | p&pe |]
where we used the condition (4.24). This shows that the point is a saddle
point. In fact, the solution *(!) is the unstable trajectory issuing from
(0, 0). Similarly, we can find that the eigenvalues at the equilibrium point
(*+ , 0) are
:&\=
1
2B
[&c\- c2+4AB | p+& pe | ] (4.29)
If c2<4AB | p+& pe |, then the stable manifold is spiral and must have
a part of it in *>1 region, which is unphysical. When c24AB | p+& pe |
and c>0, both eigenvalues :+\<0 and hence the point (*+ , 0) is a stable
node of (4.28’).
Case I. *&<*+ .
In this case, the conditions of this theorem yields that *&=0, *+=1.
Consider the triangle in (*, y)-plane, denoted as D:
*&**+ , 0 y&
c
2B
(*&*+). (4.29)
It is clear that the unstable trajectory (*(!), y=*$(!) of (0, 0) is in this tri-
angle when ! is close to &. We claim that this unstable trajectory can
not leave this triangle. We already know that the trajectory does not cross
the *-axis. At the boundary y=&c2B(*&*+), the difference of the slopes
of the trajectory and hat of the boundary
dy
d*
+
c
2B
=&
c
B
+
2A*( p(v(*), *)& pe)
c
+
c
2B
=&
c2&4AB*( p(v(*), *)& pe)
2Bc
<0 (4.30)
where we used the assumption (4.25) which implies
c2&4AB(*&*&)( p(v(*), *)& pe)0. (4.31)
This proves our claim. In view of *(M)=*+ , above claim implies that
y(M)=*$(M)=0 and hence M=.
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Case II. *&>*+ .
In this case, the coalition (4.24) yields *&=1, *+=0, v&>v+ and
p\< pe . Similar to Case I, we consider the triangle in (*, v)-plane, denoted
by D again:
*+**& , 0 y&
c
2B
(*&*+). (4.32)
By almost the same argument used for Case I, we can prove that the
unstable manifold of (4.28’) leaving (*& , 0) cannot leave this triangle.
Therefore M=.
Combining our discussion for Case I and II, we see that M=. Thus,
the function (v, *)(!) defined in (4.27) is defined on (&, ). We claim
that (v, *)()=(v+ , *+). Indeed, by the monotonicity of (v, *)(!), the
limit (v*, **) :=lim!  (v, *)(!) exists and is necessarily an equilibrium
point of (4.2). By the condition of this theorem and that *(0)=
(*&+*+)2, the equilibrium point (v*, **) must be (v+ , *+). Thus, the
limit function (v, *)(!), defined in (4.27), is a strictly monotone solution of
(4.1).
Let (v, *)(!, ’) be the strictly monotone solutions of (4.1) obtained as
above. By the monotonicity of (v, *)(!, ’), there is a sequence ’n ,
n=1, 2, ..., such that ’n  0+ as n   and
(v, *)(!)= lim
!  
(v, *)(!, ’n) (4.33)
exists for almost all ! # R. Using the same arguments as that in the proof
of Lemma 4.4 and in last paragraphs we can prove that the function
defined in (4.33) is a strictly monotone solution of (1.14). K
Remark. Under the assumptions of Theorems 4.7, there are only two
possibilities for the values of (v\ , *\). They are (i)
*+=1, *&=0, v+>v& , and p&> p+ pe , (4.34a)
and (ii)
*+=0, *&=1, v+<v& , and p&< p+ pe , (4.34b)
The solution of (1.14) with data (4.34a) is a liquefaction wave while that
with data (4.34b) is all evaporation wave.
For the case when p(v+ , *+)= pe and *+ # (0, 1), we have the following
partial result:
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Lemma 4.8. Assume
(v+&v&)(*+&*&)>0, p(v+ , *+)= pe (4.35)
and there is no other equilibrium point of (1.14) with v value between v& and
v+ . If the function (v(!), *(!)) defined by (4.27) and v(*) used in (4.28) are
such that
c2>4AB max
* is between *\ \*(*&1)
p(v(*), *)& pe
*&*+ + , (4.36)
there is a strictly monotone solution of (1.14).
Proof. From the proof of last theorem, we see that it suffices to prove
that y=0 in (4.28’). There are two possibilities under the condition
(4.35):
Case I. *+>*& .
In this case, we consider the triangle
*&**+ , 0 y&
c
2B
(*&*+). (4.37)
The unstable trajectory of (4.28’) leaving (*& , 0) is in the triangle (4.37).
It does not cross the boundary y=0 when * # (*& , *+). At the part of
boundary of the triangle (4.37) y=&c2B(*&*+), we have
dy
d*
+
c
2B
<0 (4.38)
under the assumption (4.36). This proves that the trajectory of (4.28’),
(*(!), y(!)) must enter the point (*+ , 0) and hence y=0.
Case II. *+<*& .
The proof for this case is similar to that for Case I. K
Our numerical tests suggest that for any (v\ , *\) satisfying (4.35), there
is a strictly monotone solution of (1.14).
For each fixed (v& , *&=0) with p&> pe large enough, Theorem 4.7
says that many (v+ , *+=1) can be connected by traveling waves. Our
numerical tests shows that most of these traveling waves are unstable under
perturbations of compact support. We see that equation (1.8)3 is similar to
the well known reaction-diffusion equation, KPP equations
*t= 12*xx+*(1&*) (4.39)
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which has traveling waves connecting *&=1 to *+=0 for any speed
c- 2. Bramson [Br] showed that the solution of (4.39) converges to the
traveling wave with speed c>- 2 iff for some h>0,
lim
t  
1
t
ln _|
(1+h) t
t
*(0, y) dy&=&c+- (c2&2<- 2. (4.40)
and for some ’>0, M>0, N>0,
|
x+N
x
*(0, y) dy>’ for x&M. (4.41)
He also showed that the solution of (4.40) converges to the traveling wave
with speed c=- 2 iff for some h>0,
lim sup
t  
1
t
ln _|
(1+h) t
t
*(0, y) dy&&- 2. (4.42)
and (4.41) is satisfied. Whether System (1.8) exhibits similar properties
remains to be studied.
5. SOLUTIONS OF SOME RIEMANN PROBLEMS OF (1.8)
IN THE =  0+ LIMIT
In this section, we are interested in solutions of the initial value problem
vt&ux=0,
(5.1)
ut+ p(v, *)x==uxx ,
*t=
A
=
( p& pe) *(*&1)+B=*xx ,
(u, v, *)(x, 0)={(u& , v& , *&),(u+ , v+ , *+),
if x<0,
if x>0,
where =>0 is small. We denote the solution of (5.1) by (u=, v=, *=)(x, t). If
there is a sequence =n , n=1, 2, ..., such that =n  0+ as n   and the
limit
(u, v, *)(x, t) := lim
n  
(u, v, *)(x, t) (5.2)
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exists almost everywhere, then the limit satisfies
vt&ux=0,
(5.3)
ut+ p(v, *(x, t))x=0,
( p(v, *)& pe) *(*&1)=0,
(u, v, *)(x, 0)={(u& , v& , *&),(u+ , v+ , *+),
if x<0,
if x>0,
Instead of study the behavior of solutions of (5.1) when =>0 is very small
directly, we can study solutions of (5.3) that are =  0+ limit of solutions
of (5.1). Clearly, some solutions of (5.3) are not =  0 limit of solutions of
(5.1) and hence do not approximate solutions of (5.1) when =>0 is small.
Thus, we introduce the notion of admissibility criterion, in the same way
as the vanishing viscosity criterion for conservation laws with regular sources
terms, as follows:
Definition 5.1. A solution (u, v, *)(x, t) of (5.3) is admissible if there is
a sequence [=n]n=1 , with in =n  0+ as n   such that
(u, v, *)(x, t)= lim
n  
(u=n, v=n, *=n)(x, t), (5.4)
where (u=n, v=n, *=n) are solutions of (5.1) with ===n .
Remark. In above definition, we chose pointwise convergence for the
purpose of definiteness. Other type of strong limits can also be used.
Now, we classify elementary admissible waves of (5.3).
(1) Shock waves. A shock solution of (5.3) is a step function
(u, v, *)(x, t)={(u+ , v+ , *+),(u& , v& , *&),
if x&ct>0,
if x&ct<0
, (5.5)
where the constant c is the speed of the shock determined by the
RankinHugoniot condition (1.12). A shock wave is admissible in the sense
of Definition 5.1 if the traveling wave equation of (5.1), (1.14), has a solution
with (v\ , *\) be the end states of the shock (u\ , v\ , *\). For simplicity,
when (1.14) has a solution, we also say that the shock with end states
(u\ , v\ , *\) has a (traveling wave) profile.
When c>0 (c<0) and *< *+ (*&>*+), the shock is called a liquefaction
shock. When c>0 (c<0) and A&>*+ (A&<*+), the shock is called an
evaporation shock or rarefaction shock since it occurs during rarefaction of
the fluid. Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 provide conditions under which such
shocks involving phase changes exist. Some of these phase transition shocks
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are unstable and hence should be excluded. In other words, Definition 5.1
should be revised
For shocks with *+=A& , there is no phase transitions involved. From
(5.1), we can see that it is necessary that *&=*+=0, or 1 in this case. The
admissibility for these ‘‘ordinary’’ shocks is determined by Lax’s criterion.
When these shocks have a part in the metastable region, their viscous
profiles are stable with respect perturbations in u and v, see [Liu1, SX,
Liu2], but unstable with respect to perturbations in *. We call a solution
(u0 , v0 , *0), (x, t) of (5.1) or (5.3) metastable if it is stable with respect to
perturbations of the form (u1 , v1 , *0(*0&1) *1)(x, 0) in the initial value.
Metastable waves can exist for a period of time since nucleation of new
phase takes a finite time to have sizable effect to destabilize these metastable
waves. Thus, such metastable shocks should be made admissible.
(2) Nonreacting smooth rarefaction waves.
As we mentioned above, there are rarefaction waves of (5.3) in the case
*+=A&=0 or 1. They are the admissible, in the usual sense of gas
dynamics, smooth solutions (u, v)(x, t)=(u, v)(xt) determined by
&‘v$&u$=0,
&‘u$+ p(v, *&)$=0,
(5.6)
(u, v, *&)(‘)={(u& , v& , *&),(u+ , v+ , *+),
if ‘=&,
if ‘=,
where ‘=xt and ‘‘$’’=dd‘ and *&=0 or 1. These nonreacting rarefaction
waves are metastable waves of (1.8), see [Xin, SZ].
(3) Isobaric waves. These are smooth solutions of (5.3) with
p(v(x, t), *(x, t))= pe (5.7)
for (x, t) in some regions D. When (5.7) holds in a region for a solution of
(5.3), we call the solution isobaric in that region is isobaric regions, the
equations (5.3) and (5.7) become
vt&ux=0,
ut=0, (5.8)
*=*e(v),
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where the last equation is the explicit form of (5.7), which exists due to
p*>0. Its solutions are
u=u(x, t0),
v(x, t)=vt(x, t0)(t&t0)+v(x, t0), (5.9)
*=*e(v(x, t)).
Many solutions (5.9) of (5.8) are not admissible in the sense of Defini-
tion 5.1. The characterization of admissible isobaric solutions of (5.3) will
be left for future investigations.
From (5.3), admissible smooth waves of (5.3) are either the usual
rarefaction waves of pure phase or isobaric waves. All waves involving
phase transitions that are non-isobaric are shock waves.
According to our discussion of these basic waves of system (5.1) and
(5.3), we redefine the admissibility of a piecewise smooth solution of (5.3)
as follows:
Definition 5.2.
(i) A shock wave solution of (5.3) is admissible if the shock has a
metastable traveling wave profile.
(ii) A piecewise smooth solution of (5.3) admissible if all its discon-
tinuities have metastable traveling waves profiles and all smooth part of the
solution are either rarefaction waves of pure phase or isobaric waves
admissible in the sense of Definition 5.1.
Now, we study piecewise smooth solutions of (5.3) for some Riemann
data (5.3)4 . The purpose here is to show that solutions of Riemann
problems (5.3) can exhibit structures observed in experiments as shown in
Fig. 2.2. Complete characterization of piecewise smooth solutions of
Riemann problem (5.3) is, left for further investigation.
Example 5.1. Let (u\ , v\ , *\) in (5.3) be such that *&=0, *+=1,
v&<v+ , p&> p+ , p&> pe and u\ to be specified later. Let v& be such
that there is an admissible, in the sense of Definition 5.2, liquefaction shock
that connects (v& , *&=0) to (v*, **=1) and that v+>v& with speed
c1>0 determined by Rankine-Hugoniot condition (1.12), see Fig. 5.1.
There is a metastable shock connecting v* to v+ with speed C2>0. If
v+>v* is such that the slope of the chord connecting (v*, p(v*, 1)) and
(v+ , p+) is larger than c21 , and u\ are chosen to satisfy
u+&u&=&c1(v*&v&)&c2(v+&v*),
then the Riemann problem (5.3) has a solution depicted in Fig. 5.2.
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FIGURE 5.1
This solutions consists a nonreacting gas dynamic shock, FS, followed
by a slower moving condensation shock, CD. This example shows that
solutions of (5.3) exhibits shock splitting phenomenon that is observed in
experiments.
Example 5.2. Let v\ , *\ in (5.3) he such that *&=1, *+=0,
v&>v+ , p&< p+, p&< pe . Let v& be such that there is an admissible, in
the sense of Definition 5.2, evaporation shock that connects (v& , *&=1)
to (v*, **=0) and that v+<v& with speed c1>0, see Fig. 5.3.
If v+<v*, then there is a nonreacting smooth rarefaction wave connecting
v* to v+. Suppose u\ are chosen to satisfy
u+&u&=&c1(v*&v&)+|
v+
v*
- & p$(v, 0) dv.
The solution of Riemann problem (5.3) with such Riemann initial data is
depicted in Fig. 5.4.
The solution consists an ordinary gas dynamic nonreacting rarefaction
wave, FW, that sends the liquid into metastable region, followed by a
slower moving evaporation shock, ES. This wave splitting phenomenon is
also observed in experiments, see Section 2.
Example 5.3. Let *0=0, *1=1 and v0 and v1 satisfy
v1&v0>0, p(v0 , *0)> p(v1 , *1)> pe .
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FIGURE 5.3
FIGURE 5.4
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Let V1 and v0 be such that the shock with speed c>0
(v, *)(x, t)={(v0 , *0),(v1 , *1),
if x&ct<0,
if x&ct>0
is admissible. Then by a change of variable !  &! in (1.14) and corre-
spondingly, x  &x in (1.8), we see that the shock with speed &c
(v, *)(x, t)={(v0 , *0),(v1 , *1),
if x+ct<0,
if x+ct>0
is also admissible. Assume that the speed c>0 is sufficiently small. Then
there are two piecewise smooth admissible solutions of the Riemann
problem of (5.3) with initial values (v& , *&)=(v+, *+)=(v1 , 1) and u\
being chosen to satisfy
u+&u&=2c(v0&v&).
One solution of (5.3) is
(u&, v& , 1), if xt<&c,
(u, v, *)(x, t)={(u&+c(v0&v&), v0 , 0), if &c<xt<c, (5.10)(u+, v+ , 1), if xt>c,
which consists of two liquefaction shocks, see Fig. 5.5. We note that this
solution cannot be an approximation of the solution of (5.1) with the same
FIGURE 5.5
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initial value. In fact, in the absence of perturbations in *, the solution of
(5.1) looks like the following solution of (5.3)
(u& , v& , 1), if xt<&s,
(u, v, *)(x, t)={(u&+s(v*&v&), v*, 1), if &s<xt<s, (5.11)(u+ , v+ , 1), if xt>s,
where the value of v* and s>0 is determined by RankineHugoniot conditions:
u+&u&=2s(v*&v&), (5.12a)
s=& p(v*, 1)& p(v& , 1)v*&v& . (5.12b)
The solution (5.11) is shown in Fig. 5.6.
We note that the range of values of the solution (5.11) is in the super-
saturated vapor region. It is only metastable which can exist before certain
amount of liquid nuclei were created. The pressure in the region
&s<xt<s is the highest above the equilibrium pressure pe . Note that in
(5.1) and (5.3), the initiation of nuclei of the new phase is not included.
When we include the initiation of nuclei, we see that initiation and growth
of liquid nuclei is most rapid in the region &s<xt<s. After sizable
condensation occurred in this region and before much nucleation happens
elsewhere, the solution of (5.1) and (5.3) will have the shape given in (5.10).
Both solutions (5.10) and (5.11) can exist for a finite period of time and
hence should be made admissible. These types of solutions were studied by
Shearer [Sh] for p-systems of hyperbolic anal elliptic mixed type. Similar
nonuniqueness of solutions are also observed in other systems of conservation
laws of hyperbolic and elliptic mixed type. This example shows that
even for strictly hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with source terms
involving metastability phenomenon, the admissibility issue should be more
carefully studied.
FIGURE 5.6
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